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Solution
A state-of-the-art platform to help
organizations transform businesses digitally
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Redefine the banking experience for the ease of end users by
providing a reliable and unified experience with RiskNucleus®
Digital Banking Solution.
BenchMatrix provides a smart digital On-boarding, lending,
and disbursement solution which helps organizations in
business transformation to assist in accelerating digital
conversion strategy, by offering exceptional substitute to
traditional banking services.
Our platform has been developed based on the insights from
our subject matter experts of more than 25 years of banking
Experience.

RiskNucleus®
Digital Banking
Solution
Offer a seamless digital end-to-end customer experience

Our in-house technical team has diligently developed the system to keep up with the
forthcoming banking trends and demands for digital transformation




Why
RiskNucleus®
Digital Banking?












Enhance customer onboarding & retention through a reliable
and automated platform that offers a swift end-to end digital
process from onboarding of a customer to lending and
disbursement of loan.



Validates financing request in real time to process the loan
application of individuals or corporates based on defined
criteria.
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On-site and remote support
Customer screening for AML & Fraud detections through integration
with banks system.
Integrated CRM with digitized core banking functions
Highest security standards and regulatory compliance
Coherent, efficient and configurable UI
Integration with other solutions specifically for consumer, retail and
corporate customers onboarding
Accelerated and enhanced customer due diligence
Digitized financial contracts
Guaranteed high customer satisfaction with decreased TAT
Remote Customer Onboarding facility

We help to create a more receptive end-to-end customer onboarding journey with
RiskNucleus® digital banking Solution

From opening an account to financing request, enable banks to
takes control of transactions & account maintenance

RiskNucleus® Digital Banking Functions
Customer Onboarding





Fully integrated with respective AML system
Complete paperless documentation
E-Signature facility with DocuSign
Instant account opening

Corporate Onboarding




Comprehensive design for B2B businesses
Real time response on credit limit
Decisions and analytics based on risk related
assessments

Teller Services




Account Maintenance



Real time E-documents generation with
bank stamp
One-click account changes such as name,
address, contact details etc.

Financing




Digitized financing request, policy &
criteria checks
Reduced processing time
Integration with Loan origination
system automatically proceeds the
application for approval if the criteria
is met

Hassle-free inter-bank and cash transfers
Cash deposit & other payments
Minimum to none human interaction
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Bahrain
Office 61, Building 3358,
Road 2845, Seef 428,
Kingdom of Bahrain
waqas.alam@benchmatrix.com
+973 3513 9689

UAE
Prime Tower office #53 20 floor, Business
Bay Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
E: asad.ali@benchmatrix.com
+971 501 292279
+92 300 2012279

Pakistan
3rd Floor, Lakson Square Building No.3,
Sarwar Shaheed Road,
Karachi, Pakistan.
E: taimur.kaleem@benchmatrix.com
M: +92 332 5432689

Saudi Arabia
3373, Abdulaziz Alkhuraijy, Alzahra
District, Jeddah
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
E: sultan.malki@benchmatrix.ca
M: +966 55 031 3461

Canada
53 Village Centre Pl, Mississauga, ON L4Z
1V9, Canada
E: noman.zahid@benchmatrix.com
M: +1 647 5461985

Kuwait Rep Office
E: nadeem.mukaddam@benchmatrix.com
M: +965 9406 7607
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